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WHO ARE WE?
Aile Publishing is a publishing house founded by writer Hatice Kübra 

Tongar and publisher İsmail Tongar. Ömer Faruk Paksu is the publishing 

consultant and Ayşe Çetintaş is the editor of our books. Of course, dozens 

of our valuable illustrators, designers and writers accompany our excite-

ment to create our content with their works.

WHY DO WE EXIST?
Because we care very much about the institution of family. We have 

been working to contribute to this institution for years. We accumulate 

words to say and projects that we deem necessary. Our age is full of argu-

ments to discredit the family institution and to consume its power, and 

unfortunately, the family institution is negatively affected by this situation. 

We see a picture in which the age of marriage has risen above thirty, sin-

gle-parent homes are rapidly increasing, existing families are struggling 

in the vortex of virtual communication, people who cannot speak, com-

municate, fill the day in the same room but in different worlds are increas-

ing. We endeavour to change this picture in a positive way by working day 

and night. We love to lose sleep for children, for young people, for parents, 

to make a positive contribution to the future of the world.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
We produce content that has a message and mission for every age 

group, not from 7 to 77, but from 0 to 99, that reinforces the institution of 

family and strengthens the bond between generations. From baby books 

to youth novels, from manga to children’s literature, from educational 

books to psychology books, from games that increase quality time with 

the family to ageless books, we work day and night to prepare publica-

tions on every subject related to “Family”.

Aile Publishing will bring a breath of fresh air to print and digital pub-

lishing. We will say that we are here to protect the institution of “Family” 

with our printed publications and digital publications and contents. Let’s 

say this much: Get ready to see the phrase “the first in Turkey” in this pub-

lishing house.

Mustafa Karakoç (Sales Director)
Tel: +90 212 352 00 50

Mobile: +90 537 427 88 26
e-mail: mustafakarakoc@hayykitap.com
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Close your eyes and let time flow backwards like grains of sand in the desert. 
Let history go back one thousand five hundred years, let the calendar show 
the Age of Bliss, let our eyes turn to the peaceful home. Let the memories of 
our beautiful Prophet touch our hearts through the language of his family.

This book tells the story of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) through the 
language of his grandfather Abdulmuttalib, father Abdullah, mother 
Amine, wet nurse Halime and beloved wife Khadija. The clocks turn back, 

history comes alive again and... “His family tell about him.”
“My only grandchild, of whom I am proud to be a grandfather, whose birth 

enlightened my world. The one I can’t get enough of, the one in whose eyes 
I see heaven...” A grandfather in his eighties, talking about his grandchild...

“I am Abdullah. Abdullah who was chosen as a sacrifice like his ancestor 
Ismail. Abdullah, who lived with the fate of his orphan Muhammad being 
called ‘the son of two sacrifices’ years later...” A father writing imaginary 
letters to the son he has never seen...

“That night I realized that the inside of my house was filled with light, 
that the sun had risen inside. A fragrance I had never smelled before was 
emanating from his skin.” A mother talking about her orphaned child...

“He was two years old, but he was different from his peers. Everyone 
who saw him marveled at him, and I was worried about the evil eye.” A wet 
nurse describing her baby...

“As my soul left the cage of my body, all the memories of my life with Him 
flashed before my eyes one by one. Our first acquaintance, our marriage, 
our heavenly flowers blooming one by one, our offspring, our prayers, our 
first sajdah before Allah as husband and wife, our hand in hand thanksgiv-
ing...” A wife who talks about love, patience, sacrifice...

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar
Illustrator: Ceren Göçer
Age Group: Youth
Original Language: Turkish
Category: Biographical Novel
Number of Pages: 208
Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm
Cover Type: Cardboard Cover
Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper
ISBN: 978-625-99384-0-0
Publication Date: September 2023
Number of Prints: 50.000

EVERYONE TALKS 
ABOUT HIM-1 
His Family Talks About  
Our Prophet
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Close your eyes and let time flow backwards like grains of sand scat-
tered in the desert. Let history go back one thousand five hundred years, 
let the calendar show Asr-ı Saadet, let our eyes turn to Hane-i Saadet. Let 
the memories of our beautiful Prophet touch our hearts through the lan-
guage of his daughters.

This book tells the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) from the language of 
his daughters Zaynab, Ruqiyya, Umm Kulthum and Fatima. The clocks 
turn back, history comes alive again and... “His daughters tell about him.”

“My father took me in his arms and in the presence of everyone, he gave 
me my name, which means ‘the ornament of her father’: Zaynab...”

His daughter Hazrat Zaynab, who talked about her father with affec-
tion...

“My father and mother were a husband and wife who got along very 
well, nourished each other with their love and kept their love and affection 
always fresh. I knew it when their eyes touched each other; I said to myself 
that such a love had never been experienced in any period of time.”

Hazrat Ruqiyya describing the affection in her family with love...
“I had never seen my father so sad until that day; he had been subjected 

to so many troubles, so many torments, but this pain seemed to make 
him forget them all. He no longer had Khadija.”

Hazrat Umm Kulthum recounting her memories with her father mo-
ment by moment...

“I am Fatima, also known as ‘Umm Abîha’, that is, ‘her father’s mother’. 
They used to call me like that. They gave me this tag because of my ex-
treme fondness, interest and love for my father.”

Hazrat Fatima, who weaves her memories into the lines...

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar
Illustrator: Ceren Göçer
Age Group: Youth
Original Language: Turkish
Category: Biographical Novel
Number of Pages: 208
Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm
Cover Type: Cardboard Cover
Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper
ISBN: 978-625-98728-5-8
Publication Date: March 2024
Number of Prints: 20.000

EVERYONE TALKS 
ABOUT HIM-2 
His Daughters Talk About  
Our Prophet
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Are you ready to establish a healthy bond with yourself, your spouse 

and your child?

Hatice Kübra Tongar, author of “Mothers Who Don’t Yell” and “Fıtrah 

Pedagogy”, invites you to a deep healing journey in this book.

Ninety-nine days of inner journey suggestions and attachment-based 

games and activities that you can apply as a family are blended with 

esma prayers that will strengthen your spiritual bond; “Attachment 

Diary” brings all the ties within you to a safe harbour with its “diary” 

format where you can record your feelings and thoughts.

Come on then, with love; we intend to change, to develop, to flourish 

as a family...

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Age Group: Adult

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Diary

Number of Pages: 208

Product Dimensions: 15,5x23 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-99384-8-6

Publication Date: October 2023

Number of Prints: 6.000

ATTACHMENT DIARY 
Attachment Based Games, 
Therapeutic Applications, 
Spiritual Approaches
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In an age where psychiatric diseases are increasing many times over, 

obesity due to inactivity has decreased to childhood, divorce rates are 

rising rapidly, and miscommunication within the family has become ev-

ident, it is time to get up from the screen and extend our hands holding 

the phone to the hands of our family, to look into the eyes of our spous-

es and children with the attention we watch TV series, to run to the soil 

and water to find our essence, in short, to be a “Family in Nature”!

The couple Elif-Eyüp Güvere, who have been organising contem-

plative walks, camps and nature activities for hundreds of families for 

years, are taking families on a journey through the lines of a book this 

time, and families are returning to their essence through Family in 

Nature.

“What does it mean to be in nature? What are the formulas of nat-

ural life as a family? How do we get rid of the shopping mall culture? 

How do we get young people off the screen? What can be done in the 

forest besides barbecue? What are the practical ways to make holi-

days and discoveries as a family?” You will find the answers to dozens 

of questions in this book.

Author: Elif Güvere - Eyüp Güvere

Age Group: Adult

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Narrative

Number of Pages: 192

Product Dimensions: 15,5x23 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98979-2-9

Publication Date: October 2023

Number of Prints: 3.000

FAMILY IN NATURE
How to be a natural family  
in the age of technology
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Expert Psychologist Fatih Reşit Civelekoğlu warns husbands and 

wives: “Do not parent each other, be a companion!”

One of the most important requirements of marriage is a healthy 

sexual life. However, many couples cannot achieve a healthy harmony 

in their sexual life. In a husband-wife relationship where lust is forgot-

ten, this important orientation is replaced by an unbalanced relation-

ship of affection in which the spouses are almost like parents to each 

other. Such a relationship turns into “domesticity”, not “marriage”.

How should husband-wife harmony be?

How to increase lust between spouses?

How to solve sexual problems? 

What is the right affection in a marital relationship?

How should romance and eroticism be experienced?

All the information that will turn all domestic relationships into a real 

marriage is in this book!

Author: Fatih Reşit Civelekoğlu

Age Group: Adult

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Narrative

Number of Pages: 152

Product Dimensions: 15,5x23 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98979-5-0

Publication Date: October 2023

Number of Prints: 10.000

BALANCE OF LUST AND 
AFFECTION IN MARRIAGE 
Don’t parent your spouse!
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When the names Jalal begin to be manifested in women and Ja-

mal in men, wars break out, generations deteriorate, consumption 

increases, love and compassion are forgotten. The disruption of the 

balance of Jalal and Jamal is the catastrophe and the end of the earth.

Won’t you take the responsibility of preserving the gender given to 

you to maintain the balance in the universe?

When you find your masculine-feminine balance, you will find your 

equal who will make you happy.

When a man completes his woman and a woman completes her 

man, the reward is eternal happiness on earth and in heaven. Your 

masculine feminine balance is the most valuable legacy you can leave 

to your children.

Now, in order to take your place in the completed big picture of the 

puzzle, whatever negative beliefs, worries, fears you have about being 

a woman or a man, whatever information you have learnt wrongly, let 

it all go softly!

When you fill your piece of the puzzle, you will be helping your chil-

dren and all your loved ones to reach their life goals and fill the places 

reserved for them in the universe.

Author: Nevin Nesrin Soysal

Age Group: Adult

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Narrative

Number of Pages: 152

Product Dimensions: 15,5x23 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98979-3-6

Publication Date: December 2023

Number of Prints: 8.000

In the Mirror of Jalal and Jamal 

MASCULINE FEMININE 
WISDOM
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Well, my dear friend! Let me explain the rules of the game. Maybe 

you already know this game. If you don’t, it’s very easy and enjoyable. 

You’ll learn it right away.

Here’s how our game goes: I hold a place in my mind. And I say to 

you: I have a place in my mind?” You ask for a clue. You say: “What kind 

of place is it?”

But it’s not that easy! You might not guess it right away, not in the 

first question. Don’t worry! Keep asking me: “What kind of place is it?”

The author of books beloved by millions of children and young peo-

ple, Hatice Kübra Tongar, holds a place in her mind. Then, she tells 

the history of this place to the young people by giving them clues. Of 

course, without mentioning the name of the place! It’s up to them to 

figure out where it is.

At the end of the book, the young people are in for a huge surprise.

So, let’s ask right away: “What kind of place is it?”

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Özlem Arslanoğlu Sağol

Age Group: Youth

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 112

Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98979-8-1

Publication Date: December 2023

Number of Prints: 10.000

THERE IS A PLACE  
IN MY MIND 
A surprise ending with  
thermal labels!
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When someone says “Shush, it’s shameful!”, when we ask them 

about something, their skin colour turns red and they start to “frown”, 

then it is a matter of life and death to learn about that subject!

What is sexuality? 

What is reproduction? 

What is gender? 

How does a baby enter its mother’s womb? 

And how does it come out when the time comes? 

How are babies formed? 

How do babies live in the womb? 

How does one reach puberty? 

How do I protect my body?

In this book, I have written the answers to all these questions.

And I assure you, I did not “fudge” in any of the answers!

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Betül Abiş İşeri

Age Group: Youth

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 96

Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98979-4-3

Publication Date: October 2023

Number of Prints: 10.000

HEM AND HAW
The answers to all the questions 
you wonder about your gender 
are in this book!
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The Timelessness Capsule, is mankind’s latest invention. It’s a mar-

vellous device that has captured the world’s attention. When you en-

ter it, you feel a sense of eternity. Everywhere you look, you seem to be 

looking at an endless horizon. But the real surprise comes when the 

capsule starts to work. The capsule reads your mind through your eye 

movements and takes you to the time you want.

In this adventure, our curious, excited and exploring hero Enes is 

travelling towards “The Most Beautiful of Times”. This journey, which 

includes intertwined times, scenes full of surprises and interesting 

events from the life of our Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), invites you to 

an unforgettable adventure.

Come on, get ready! Jump into the Capsule of Timelessness. Start a 

journey full of adventure!

Author: Ömer Faruk Paksu

Illustrator: Özlem Arslanoğlu Sağol

Age Group: 9+

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Science Fiction / Story

Number of Pages: 160

Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-99384-7-9

Publication Date: September 2023

Number of Prints: 13.000

CAPSULE OF 
TIMELESSNESS
Legendary Journey to the Most 
Beautiful of Times
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Ramadan comes every year and enters our house, but how much 

does it enter our climate?

This book tells us how we can appreciate Ramadan “as a family”!

Fasting, tarawih, imsak, sahur...

What do these words that we often hear during Ramadan mean?

 Activities, prayers and contemplations ideas provide us a warm Ra-

madan conversation with the whole family every day!

Ramadan fun for everyone from 7 to 77 from Hatice Kübra Tongar’s 

pen!

 Over 77 years of age may require glasses.

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Merve Gül Karaca

Age Group: 7 to 77

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Narrative, Event

Number of Pages: 64

Product Dimensions: 19,5x27 cm

Cover Type: Hard Cover

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-98728-6-5

Publication Date: February 2024

Number of Prints: 5.000

RAMADAN 
CONVERSATIONS WITH 
FAMILY
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Lovers of legends and action-packed adventures! Here is a marvel-

lous manga for you!

Cemil Sille, who gives Ottoman slaps to all monsters, is coming!

This work tells the epic story of Cemil Sille, the grandson who inher-

ited the legendary slap of his grandfather, the janissary Tokatçı Pasha. 

The exciting manga series invites us all to the humorous story of Cemil 

Sille, who inadvertently finds himself in an epic adventure. 

Pastor Martin, burning with the love of making Hagia Sophia Mosque 

a church again, finds a magical book and unleashes the epic monsters 

that come out of this book on the streets of Istanbul. It is up to Cemil’s 

grandfather’s heirloom to fight these strange monsters! 

If you like epic, high action and fun adventures, “Sille” is for you! Join 

the heroic adventure of Cemil Sille, who fights against Pastor Martin, 

and witness the struggle to protect Hagia Sophia!

Author: Hüma Çalışkan

Illustrator: Umut Bayrak

Age Group: Youth

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Comic Book / Manga

Number of Pages: 128

Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-99384-9-3

Publication Date: October 2023

Number of Prints: 30.000

SILLE-1 
Ottoman Slap to All Monsters
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Those who love legends and action-packed adventures! Here is the 

marvellous manga series Sille with its new adventure!

This time Dunganga comes out of Pastor Martin’s magical book. The 

cause of all this plunder, the arch-villain (Neden Yahu) “Why oh Why” 

is making an appearance. 

Pastor Martin goes after the four elements on the orders of (Neden 

Yahu) Why oh Why! Cemil and Hande are joined by Nedim Onikiden, 

who makes the villains’ world a misery with his slingshot!

Sille lovers, hold tight! Cemil Sille continues to give an Ottoman slap 

to all sorts of monsters! 

If you like epic, high action and fun adventures, “Sille” is for you! 

Join the heroic adventure of Cemil Sille as he fights against Pastor 

Martin!

Author: Hüma Çalışkan

Illustrator: Umut Bayrak

Age Group: Youth

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Comic Book / Manga

Number of Pages: 152

Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 60 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98728-7-2

Publication Date: February 2024

Number of Prints: 10.000

SILLE-2 
Why Oh Why, So Much Evil?
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Would you like to discover the importance of performing prayers in 

a fun way?

Then “Pray Niyazi” is exactly the comic book you are looking for!

This unique work presents the ongoing battle of nafs and conscience 

in everyone to its readers in an entertaining language. 

While our hero Niyazi walks from a childhood where he was angry at 

everyone who constantly told him to “pray” to a young where he is a 

solid “servant”, there are two characters who do not leave his side: Nafs 

and Conscience! Let’s see whose word Niyazi will listen to and who will 

be the winner of this war that will continue until doomsday?

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Umut Can

Age Group: Youth

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 56

Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 80 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98979-0-5

Publication Date: October 2023

Number of Prints: 40.000

PRAY NİYAZİ
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Would you like to discover the importance of fasting in a fun way?

Then “Hungry Niyazi” is exactly the comic book you are looking for!

This unique work presents the battle of ego and conscience that 

goes on inside everyone to the reader in a fun language. 

Our hero Niyazi is trying to discover the beauty of the Ramadan cli-

mate while his stomach rumbles and rumbles. Meanwhile, two char-

acters never leave his side: His ego and his conscience! Let’s see who 

Niyazi will listen to and who will be the winner of this war that will 

continue until doomsday?

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Osman Büyükmutlu

Age Group: Youth

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 64

Product Dimensions: 13,5x21 cm

Cover Type: Cardboard Cover

Paper Type: 80 gr Book Paper

ISBN: 978-625-98728-8-9

Publication Date: February 2024

Number of Prints: 20.000

HUNGRY NİYAZİ
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Hey, look at me! Let’s go on a journey together step by step and 

slowly. People who see this land are fascinated about it. The people 

here are beautiful, the land here is beautiful, the air here is beautiful… 

Especially there is a place here that is more beautiful than anywhere 

else!

You want to know who I am? I won’t tell it now! You will learn it at the 

end of the book! Let me just tell you this: “I am a beauty in Al-Quds!”

I am a Beauty in Al-Quds… Our children can get to know and learn 

their first qibla.

Author: Betül Güler Daştan

Illustrator: Hümeyra Yorgancı

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-98979-7-4

Publication Date: December 2023

Number of Prints: 10.000

I AM A BEAUTY  
IN AL-QUDS
Pedagogical Suggestions  
for Parents
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Kelamettin the Word Beetle was very curious and excited today. He 

set off and went to the Wise Bird. When he got there he asked him: 

“What is the most secret word in the world?”

In this book, Hatice Kübra Tongar embraces the children with her 

words and teaches them, like a fine embroidery, the concept of the 

hijab, how important it is in the world of our girls, but also in the world 

of our boys.

The hijab has always been a secret for our children but now it is a 

light that enlightens their hearts.

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Ümran Aşkın Aydın

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-98728-3-4

Publication Date: January 2024

Number of Prints: 10.000

THE MOST SECRET 
WORD IN THE WORLD
Pedagogical Suggestions  
for Parents
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Our Prophet’s daily actings and behaviours are examples for us in 

our daily life. They are called “sunnahs.” When we know sunnahs we 

can make them happen. So we can be like our beloved Prophet.

In these boks I told you about sunnahs at bedtime, meal time and 

school time. So you can be like our Prophet while going to bed, eating 

meal and going to school everytime.

Buckle up, kids! We are ready to be like our Prophet!

• • •

In these books you have learned thirty six sunnahs. That means that 

you are thirty six times more alike our beloved Prophet!

You are wonderful!

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Merve Özcan

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36 x 3 books

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-98979-0-5

Publication Date: September 2023

Number of Prints: 18.000

I AM LIKE  
MY PROPHET
Poster Gift, Pedagogical 
Suggestions for Parents
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Our Prophet’s daily actings and behaviours are examples for us in 

our daily life. They are called “sunnahs.” When we know sunnahs we 

can make them happen. So we can be like our beloved Prophet.

In this book I told you about sunnahs at school time. Having learned 

them makes you act and be like our Prophet every day at school.

Buckle up, kids! We are ready for school!

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Merve Özcan

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-99384-1-7

Publication Date: September 2023

Number of Prints: 18.000

SUNNAHS AT  
SCHOOL TIME
Poster Gift, Pedagogical 
Suggestions for Parents
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Our Prophet’s daily actings and behaviours are examples for us in 

our daily life. They are called “sunnahs.” When we know sunnahs we 

can make them happen. So we can be like our beloved Prophet.

In this book I told you about sunnahs at bedtime. Having learned 

them makes you act and be like our Prophet every night before sleep.

Buckle up, kids! We are ready to go to bed!

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Merve Özcan

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-99384-3-1

Publication Date: September 2023

Number of Prints: 18.000

SUNNAHS AT 
BEDTIME
Poster Gift, Pedagogical 
Suggestions for Parents
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Our Prophet’s daily actings and behaviours are examples for us in 

our daily life. They are called “sunnahs.” When we know sunnahs we 

can make them happen. So we can be like our beloved Prophet.

In this book I told you about sunnahs at meal time. Having learned 

them makes you act and be like our Prophet every meal time.

Buckle up, kids! We are ready for meal!

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Merve Özcan

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-99384-4-8

Publication Date: September 2023

Number of Prints: 18.000

SUNNAHS AT 
MEAL TIME
Poster Gift, Pedagogical 
Suggestions for Parents
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Our Prophet’s daily actings and behaviours are examples for us in 

our daily life. They are called “Sunnahs.” When we know the Sunnahs 

we can make them happen. So we can be like our beloved Prophet.

In this book, I have told you about the Sunnahs of Ramadan so that 

you can be like our Prophet and behave just like him in every day of 

Ramadan.

Buckle up, kids! We are getting ready for the month of Ramadan!

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Merve Özcan

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-98728-4-1

Publication Date: February 2024

Number of Prints: 5.000

SUNNAHS AT 
RAMADAN TIME
Poster Gift, Pedagogical 
Suggestions for Parents
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Laylat al-Raghaib, Laylat al-Bara’ah, Laylat al-Qadr, Mi’raj and Mawlid. 

Every “Kandil” is a celebration at home.

Hatice Kübra Tongar embraces the children with her words, but this 

time she lights a lamp in their hearts.

Look what happens in our house when the blessed nights come! 

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Merve Gül Karaca

Age Group: Preschool, 5+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 36

Product Dimensions: 25x25 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-98728-0-3

Publication Date: January 2024

Number of Prints: 10.000

WHEN IT IS TIME FOR 
THE FIVE HOLY NIGHTS
Pedagogical Suggestions  
for Parents
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Mothers and Fathers,

Don’t wait for your child to grow up to recognise the Prophet! In this 

book, we tell about “Our Prophet for the little ones” and we go to a 

rose-scented time together.

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Özlem Güneş

Age Group: Preschool, 3+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 18

Product Dimensions: 15x15 cm

Cover Type: Hard Cover

Paper Type: 350+350 gr Cardboard

ISBN: 978-625-99384-5-5

Publication Date: September 2023

Number of Prints: 18.000

OUR PROPHET FOR 
THE LITTLE ONES
Rose Scented
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Mothers and Fathers,

Don’t wait for your child to grow up to recognise the masjids! In this 

book, we tell about “Our masjids for the little ones” and we go to Al-Aq-

sa Mosque, Al-Haram Mosque and Al-Nabawi Mosque together.

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Mümine Yeşilmen

Age Group: Preschool, 3+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 18

Product Dimensions: 15x15 cm

Cover Type: Hard Cover

Paper Type: 350+350 gr Cardboard

ISBN: 978-625-98979-6-7

Publication Date: December 2023

Number of Prints: 5.000

OUR MASJIDS FOR 
THE LITTLE ONES
Olive Blossom Scented
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Mothers and Fathers,

Don’t wait for your child to grow up to recognise the symbols of our 

religion! In this book, we tell about “Our symbols for the little ones” and 

entrust the meaning of headscarves, skullcaps, prayer rugs, mosques, 

prayer beads, prayer rugs, Kaaba and the Holy Quran to the hearts of 

our babies. 

Author: Hatice Kübra Tongar

Illustrator: Pınar Göktaş

Age Group: Preschool, 3+

Original Language: Turkish-English

Category: Story

Number of Pages: 18

Product Dimensions: 15x15 cm

Cover Type: Hard Cover

Paper Type: 350+350 gr Cardboard

ISBN: 978-625-98728-2-7

Publication Date: January 2024

Number of Prints: 5.000

OUR SYMBOLS FOR 
THE LITTLE ONES
Kaaba Cover Scented
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Children learn by playing, they internalise life by playing games. 

The most entertaining way to learn the life of our beautiful Prophet 

by playing, chatting with the family and practising the sunnah duties 

one by one is in the game “A Journey of Happiness Towards The Age 

of Bliss”!

Come on! Put down the tablet, phone, television remote control! Sit 

around a table with your family and enjoy a journey to the time of our 

Prophet.

Author: Ayşe Çetintaş

Graphic-Design: Yasin Çetin

Age Group: 7 to 77

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Box Game

Product Dimensions: 21x31 cm

Cover Type: Box

ISBN: 978-625-99384-6-2

Publication Date: September 2023

Number of Prints: 3.000

A JOURNEY OF 
HAPPINESS TOWARDS 
THE AGE OF BLISS
Box Game
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Ramadan has come.

And it’s here in abundance.

Let’s get the whole family together!

Solve the codes,

Complete the forty hadiths about Ramadan!

But do not leave the hadiths in the lines of the book.

With the intention to live as a family

Carry the Sunnahs of the Prophet to today!

Author: Ayşe Çetintaş

Illustrator: Hümeyra Yorgancı

Age Group: 7 to 77

Original Language: Turkish

Category: Brain Game

Number of Pages: 48

Product Dimensions: 27x19,5 cm

Cover Type: Saddle Stitch

Paper Type: 110 gr 1st Pulp

ISBN: 978-625-98728-9-6

Publication Date: February 2024

Number of Prints: 3.000

Attention-Enhancing 
Intelligence Game Rebus 

FORTY HADITHS 
SPECIAL  
FOR RAMADAN


